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GeaCom, Inc. is pleased to welcome David Lagerstrom to the board of directors.  Dave’s 
extensive experience as the CEO of an international electronics producer is 
foundational to the expertise he brings to the board.  Dave’s management experience, 
values and healthcare life experience bring additional quality of insight to an already 
unique and strong board of directors. 

About Dave
David Lagerstrom is the President and CEO of TURCK Inc., the North American headquarters of the 
TURCK company, whose global base is in Germany. TURCK is a leading manufacturer of industrial 
sensors, connectivity products and networking devices. Recognized with numerous national best 
workplace awards for its commitment to health and well-being, the company employs 1900 people and 
operates production facilities in Minnesota, Michigan, Pennsylvania and Saltillo, Mexico.  Dave has been 
with TURCK for over 20 years, the past 13 years serving as the CEO. In 2015 Minnesota Business 
Magazine honored Dave as the Manufacturing Executive of the year. Dave volunteers time with two non-
profit boards as a director, ODVA and the Health Partners Institute.  A graduate of Iowa State University 
Dave has over 30 years of experience in the industrial controls market. When not working, he enjoys 
restoring and driving vintage sports cars.


About GeaCom
GeaCom is a leading global healthcare engagement solutions provider, with its patented systems 
deployed in hospitals, community clinics, and educational environments. Its systems are developed in 
the US, and compliant with healthcare regulatory approval and data privacy standards in the countries 
deployed.  The Company's service teams and its partners provide equitable and effective health 
engagements across all demographics, resulting in improved patient experiences and positive outcomes 
and productivity improvements for healthcare providers.  To date, GeaCom's solutions have provided 
over 40,000,000 engagements in hundreds of languages, across 5 continents, as we lead the relentless 
pursuit of equitable excellence in vital services.  Learn more at http://www.geacom.net
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